DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
did they succeed in stinging him. We were looking for the British
Consulate and, stopping the car, he asked a woman politely and
in perfect German if she could tell him the way. 'British Con-
sulate?' she answered challengingly. eNo, but I can tell you where
the German Consulate is if you like/
Jan Czech slipped in the clutch and drove on, a little red in the
face. 'Ach, ja, Deutsch,5 he muttered, and^ then his lips closed
again and his face regained its resolute serenity. I saw that same
expression on the face of the Czech policeman, quietly directing
the traffic, on the faces of the few Czech officers and soldiers,
lonely men in a hostile town, who were in the streets.
Then we drove on, through one German village after another,
to the frontier. The Nazis, who had been making trouble every-
where in order to give the pretext for German intervention, and
had in the streets been spitting at Czech officers who had been
ordered at all costs to avoid clashes, had been abruptly checked
by the mobilization. They saw now that intervention would mean
heavy fighting in their own country. They were perfectly orderly*
In all that drive I saw only a handful of troops, and yet the
frontier defences were fully manned and ready. At a spot where
the road fell steeply on one side and rose steeply on the other, so
that tanks or mechanized divisions could not make a detour, the
road was mined and through the trees you could see two or three
soldiers, with a little tent, smoking and talking as they waited for
the order. Near the frontier, concrete barriers had been built
across the road, to check the progress of tanks, Sometimes, In a
field of growing corn, you saw the humped back of a concrete
machine-gun post, with a solitary Czech soldier- watching your
car through field-glasses to see if you were taking photographs*
At the frontier itself two or three Czech gendarmes and customs
officials, stranded out here in a hostile countryside, far from their
fellows.
Down the road, a kilometre distant, I saw, for the first time since
they marched into Austria, the Germans, little toylike figures in
the distance, standing about the customs barrier in the sunshine,
All around, placid, abundant, sunlit fields, with peasants working
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